• Proximity to a Physical Store: The Effects of Mitigating Online Disutility Costs, with B. Nault, under second round review at Production and Operations Management.
• Retailing in the Age of Digital Traces, with with P. De and Y. Hu, under second round review at MIT Sloan Management Review.
• 
RESEARCH IN PROGRESS
• To Prepay or Default? The Role of Demographics and Local Market Structure in Online Peer-to-Peer Lending, with M. Alyakoob and Z. Wei.
• Choice of IT Governance Mode: The Effect of IT Infrastructure Agglomeration, with T. Havakhor and P. Setia.
• The Impact of IT Usage on the Evolution of a Decision Bias: An Empirical Study, with P. Herrmann and D. Kundisch.
• Efficiency of the Market for Information: An Analysis of the Featured Reviews in Online Word-ofMouth, with W. Jabr.
RESEARCH GRANTS
• SSHRC Insight Grant ($97, 397) , (co-applicant with W. Jabr), 2013.
• SSHRC SRG Grant ($85, 547) , 2011.
• SSHRC Development Grant ($1,000), University of Calgary, 2010. 
INVITED PRESENTATIONS
• Modeling & Machine Learning Association, Walmart Technology, April 2016.
• School of Business, North South University, January 2016.
• Keynote Speaker, International Conference on Computer and Information Technology (ICCIT), December, 2015.
• Simon School of Business, University of Rochester, November 2015.
• Dawn or Doom 2, Purdue University, September 2015.
• Tepper School of Business, Carnegie Mellon University, May 2015.
• ITM Distinguished Speaker, Scheller College of Business, Georgia Institute of Technology, April 2015.
• Rady School of Management, University of California San Diego, April 2014.
• Krannert School of Management, Purdue University, February 2014.
• Naveen Jindal School of Management, University of Texas at Dallas, February 2014.
• Economic Research and Policy Analysis Branch, Industry Canada, Ottawa, February 2013.
• Lead Discussant, Workshop on Measuring the Digital Economy, Ottawa, October 2012.
• Foster School of Business, University of Washington, May 2012.
• Carlson School of Management, University of Minnesota, April 2012.
• Naveen Jindal School of Management, University of Texas at Dallas, April 2012.
• Warrington College of Business Administration, University of Florida, February 2012.
• Merage School of Business, University of California Irvine, January 2012.
• School of Business, University of Alberta, AB, Canada, October 2010. • Graduate Teaching Certificate, Center for Instructional Excellence, Purdue University.
• Applied Analytics Using SAS Enterprise Miner, SAS Institute, Toronto, ON.
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
• Developed MGMT 590 in Fall 2015 (at Krannert) for MBA and other graduate students from scratch that focuses on harvesting data from the web and making inferences from the data.
• Significantly revamped MGMT 488 in Spring 2015 (at Krannert) to include more data analytics and experential learning materials. A team of five students from my class won the Kraft Data Dive Competition in April 2015.
• Completely redisgned MGIS 331 in 2011 (at Haskayne) to include both data management and basic predictive analytics materials in the course.
• Co-designed MGIS 317 in 2008 (at Haskayne) and made significant changes in 2010 and 2013 to make ongoing improvements to the core undergraduate class.
